
Mastitis Reports in Dairy
Comp 305



There are a number of
reports and graphs related
to Mastitis and Milk Quality

in Dairy Comp under the
Mast heading.





Understanding the Reports
• This section will discuss the standard reports

found in Dairy Comp. These reports can be
modified, and other similar reports and
graphs can be created in Dairy Comp.

• To make full use of the reports, pertinent
information such as clinical mastitis events
and culture information needs to be recorded
in Dairy Comp.

• Your Veterinarian and DHIA Field Technician
can give you additional information about
these reports.



Definitions
• SCC is the abbreviation for Somatic Cell

Count.  These cells are primarily dead
white blood cells that are being flushed
from the animal through the milk.

• Some Somatic cells will normally be found
in the milk, but if the levels are above
200,000 cells per milliliter of milk it is likely
that the cow has a mastitis infection.



List Sorted by LgSCC
• This is a list that contains both current

and historical somatic cell count data,
as well as other important information
on all milking cows.

• The default sort is from highest to
lowest somatic cell count cows, but,
like other reports in Dairy Comp, it can
easily be resorted by clicking on
another heading to sort it by that item.







List Sorted by LgSCC

Items on the report are:
Barn name, Milk, Milk Deviation, Reproduction
Status, Number of recorded mastitis infections, Date
of last recorded mastitis infection, Remark of that
infection, Current SCC count, SCC on the last test,
Maximum SCC for this lactation, Current Linear SCC,
Previous Linear SCC, Linear Score on First test,
Linear Score when she dried off on last lactation,
Maximum linear score for this lactation, Results from
last mastitis culture, and Barn name again.



Bulk Tank SCC Analysis



Bulk Tank SCC Analysis
• This is a report showing effects of

individual cows on bulk tank SCC and the
economics of withholding individual cows
from the bulk tank.

• While individual and bulk tank SCC counts
will vary from day to day, this report gives
a good indication of the impact of the
highest count cows on the average bulk
tank SCC.

• Milk prices and SCC differentials can be
adjusted.





List – New Infection



• This list is similar to the list sorted by
LgSCC, but shows only those cows with a
SCC above 200,000 that were below
200,000 or not milking on a prior testday.

• You might want to resort this report by
DIM to get an idea of when cows are
becoming infected.

List – New Infection



List – New Infection

Sorted by SCC



List – New Infection

Resorted by Days in Milk (DIM)



List – Clin. Cases



List – Clin. Cases

• This list contains current and historical
somatic cell count and other mastitis
information on cows with one or more
clinical flare ups this lactation.

• Most recent cases are on the top of the
list.

• Clinical mastitis events will have to be
recorded to make the information accurate



List – Clin. Cases



List of Positive Cows
• This list contains information on all cows

that have ever been above 200,000 cell
count this lactation.

• In most herds a fairly large percentage of
the animals will be above 200,000 at some
point in their lactation and will end up on
this list.



List of Positive Cows



List of Positive Cows

The default sort is by Barn Name



Summarize SCC
• Contains 2 summary reports:

– First by lactation Group (1st, 2nd, and 3rd and
above)

– Then by stage in lactation

• This report can help identify areas to make
changes and monitor the results of those
changes.

• In DC 305 you press the Esc key to go
from the first to the second report.





Summary by Lactation Group

•Shows the average Linear score from the current and 
 previous test dates, From their first test date, score at 
 dry off from last lactation, and their maximum linear SCC.

•This herd has a problem with heifers being infected when 
 they come fresh (Ave LOG1 for LCTGP 1).



Summary by Stage in Lactation

Information is broken down by every 100 days in milk.



Graphic Plot Log SCC

• Produces a graphic plot of an individual cows’
current lactation's cell count by testday.

• Pressing the next plot button will display the
graph for the next cow.

• You can see trends as you look at the
individual graphs of each cow.





Graphic Plot Log SCC



Scattergraphs-LgSCC
• This is a series of log linear somatic cell

count graphs about your herd.

• You can use them to get a graphic
representation of what is happening in
regards to mastitis control within your
herd.

• You go from one graph to the next by
pushing the escape key.



Scattergraphs-LgSCC



•Displays the linear score by Days in Milk.
•Each block is one of the cows in the herd.
•Animals above 4 LgSCC are considered likely to be infected.



•This graph compares the linear score from this test to the last.
•Lower left Quadrant is animals that were less than a 4 LgSCC both times.
•Upper left is new infections (above 4 now, less than 4 on last test).
•Upper right is chronic animals.
•Lower right is animals that would be considered cures since the last test.



•This graph shows their first LgSCC and their current Days Since Fresh.

•You can expand areas of these graphs by selecting it with your mouse.



•This is an expansion of 70 to 140 Days since fresh.
•Seven of the Sixteen heifers that came fresh in this period were infected.
•You can also go into a cows’ individual cowcard by clicking on a her box.



•This is the Testdays page of the heifer that is in the upper right corner 
  of the previous graph.

•Note that her SCC has dropped considerably since fresh.



•This graph compares the current LgSCC to her first test day LgSCC.
•Lower left is less than 4 (not infected) both times.
•Upper left is infected now, but was not when fresh.
•Upper right is infected both times.
•Lower right was infected when fresh, but less than 4 now.



•This graph compares Log1 (first test day) to her DRYLG (her linear score
  when she dried off from her last lactation). 

•It will only apply to 2nd lactation and older animals.



•Shows the highest LgSCC for animals fresh in the last 450 days.

•Animals that were sold or died are included in the graph.



•Shows the highest LgSCC compared to what it was on their first test.

•Animals on the diagonal line had their highest score when they came 
  fresh. Keep in mind that some of those will be animals with just one test.



Tables of Lin. SCC

• This is a series of tables of various SCC
linear scores.

• These are similar to the graphs just shown,
but instead of using blocks for individual
cows they show the number of animals and
the percentage of the herd in each
quadrant.



Tables of Lin. SCC



•The lower left quadrant is animals that were less than 4.0 on test date.
•The upper left is animals that were between 4.0 and 6.0.
•The upper right is animals that were above 6.0
•There are no animals in the lower right because they couldn’t be above 6 
  and less than 4.

•You can see a list of the animals in each group by clicking on the number
  in the quadrant.



•These are the 16 animals shown in the upper right quadrant.



•This is a similar graph, but it shows the animals by lactation group.
•80% of the heifers and 69% of the 2nd lactation animals were less than
  4.0 LgSCC in this herd on the last test date.



•This is a “Sum Command” that compares the current test day linear score
  to the previous one. 
•There is a similar listing called “Current vs. last Test”on the Herd 
  Summary Report in the Changes in SCC Status section.
•But in Dairy Comp you can click on the number to see the animals in each
  group.



•This is a similar comparison but is broken down by lactation group



•This shows the linear score on the first test day by lactation group.



•Compares a cows first test linear score to what it was when she dried off.
•Lower left is less than 4 both times, upper left was above 4 on first test,
less than 4 when dried off, etc.
•Shows first by lactation group, and then the combined herd.



•Compares a cows first test linear score to what her maximum LgSCC was.
•Shows first by lactation group, and then the combined herd.
•There are no animals in the upper left quadrant because they could not 
  have a current LgSCC above 4 and have a Maximum LgSCC below 4.



•A summary of all the milking cows by 
 lactation group.



•A summary of all the milking cows by
 stage in their lactation.



SCC Tables by Bname
• Tables of SCC listed by barn name.

Limited to about 120 animals.
• First list is all cows, second list is cows

greater than 3.9 linear.
• The first screen of each only shows the

number of cows contained in the report.
The second screen shows the actual list of
cows.

• You can toggle to the next screen by
pressing the escape key.



•Says there will be 42 cows in the list of those
 currently above 3.9 LgSCC. 



•Shows the LgSCC of individual cows for the
last 13 test dates, with the last test on the far
right.
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